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Thermodynamic, kinetic, and mechanical approaches for sublimation inside elastoplastic material via inter-

mediate svirtuald melting under tensile pressure are developed for a spherical nucleus. Virtual melting repre-

sents the appearance of subcritical liquid drop that immediately transforms to gas bubble. The variety of

mechanisms and transformation paths are revealed in different pressure ranges. The radius of the critical gas

nucleus differs from the classical one because elastic energy of melt is size dependent due to surface tension.

Our developed approach can be extended for various structural changes in nanoparticles within a void inside

elastoplastic material and two-stage and multistage nucleation processes. Universal mechanical gas bubble

instability is revealed.
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Recently,1 we developed thermodynamic and kinetic ap-

proaches to sublimation within elastoplastic material under

applied tensile pressure, which are important, for example,

for sublimation in unloading waves during laser ablation or

in core-shell nanoparticles after dynamic shell fracture.2 Sev-

eral conceptual problems were resolved and unexpected sce-

narios were revealed. Pressure significantly grows within a

bubble due to the large volume increase, leading to large

plastic deformations around the bubble. It requires an appli-

cation of large-strain continuum mechanic formulations.

Plastic dissipation makes classical thermodynamic ap-

proaches, based on the change in Gibbs energy as the driving

force for sublimation, nonapplicable. Thus, several possible

nucleation paths were worked out, expressions for corre-

sponding driving forces and activation energies were de-

rived, and the kinetic relations between sublimation tempera-

ture and pressure were calculated. Related phenomena

include expansion of a subcritical gas nucleus into a super-

critical one due to mechanical instability srather than due to
solid-gas transformationd or its shrinking into a stable void,

as well as path dependence of activation energy.

In this Brief Report, an alternative mechanism of gaseous

bubble nucleation, namely, via intermediate svirtuald melting,
is suggested and studied using an extension of the thermo-

dynamic and the kinetic approaches developed in Ref. 1. Our

results, presented in Fig. 1, exhibit a variety of mechanisms

and transformation paths leading to appearance of a gas

bubble in different pressure ranges. Above tensile pressure

p5, direct sublimation occurs at the lowest temperature us
d,

while below p5 the thermodynamic equilibrium melting tem-

perature um
eq becomes smaller than the kinetic sublimation

temperature. While it is not sufficient for nucleation of su-

percritical liquid nucleus, plenty of subcritical liquid drops

exist inside solid in the pressure range p3,s, p5. As soon

as the kinetic criterion for vaporization of some of them is

met at temperature us
vm, subcritical liquid droplets immedi-

ately transform into critical gas bubbles below the kinetic

sublimation us
d and melting um, temperatures. Thus, in the

pressure range p3,s, p5, melt represents an intermediate

transitional state between solid and gas; as soon as subcriti-

cal melt nucleus appears, it immediately becomes unstable

with respect to gas. That is why we called this melt “virtual

melt,” similar to the virtual melt along the path between two

crystalline phases or between crystal and amorphous

phases,3,4 which we predicted earlier.

Main assumptions, their justifications, and the limitations

of our approach are similar to those in Ref. 1. We will

use s, m, and g for solid, melt, and gas phases, respectively.

For sublimation via virtual melting, we will consider two

subsequent processes: first, a solid sphere of radius rs

homogeneously transforms into liquid drop of the radius

rm within an infinite elastoplastic sphere and, second, a

homogeneous transformation of the entire liquid drop into a

gas bubble of the radius rg occurs within an elastoplastic

sphere. Plastic deformation and dissipation occur in a

solid in a hollow spherical region around transforming

particle. The thermodynamics of melting in an elastoplatic

sphere was developed in Refs. 5 and 6; here, we will

add surface effects and kinetics. Some points of the

thermodynamic and the kinetic descriptions of the transfor-

mation of virtual melt into gas inside an elastoplastic sphere

are similar to that which we developed for sublimation in

Ref. 1 but there are some essential differences. The second

process is a transformation in nanosize particles. The main

distinction is that the melt drop experiences size-dependent

surface tension, which contributes to the energy of the elastic

stresses. Thus, maximization of activation energy with re-

spect to the particle size leads to an expression different

from the classical one and from that obtained in

“nanothermodynamics.”7 This is one more difference from

classical nucleation theory, in addition to alternative expres-

sion for the driving force sdue to plastic dissipationd and the
allowance for large strains.

The driving force X for the homogeneous transformations

s-m and m-g coincides with the total dissipation that can be

determined based on the second law of thermodynamics:6

Xsm=X
v

smVs−GsmSsm, Xmg=X
v

mgVs− sGsgSsg−GsmSsmd, where

Vs is the volume of transformed solid, S=4pr2 is the surface

of the nucleus, G is the interface energy, and
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X
v
= − W − rsDc s1d

is the volumetric driving force for transformation per unit

volume of solid, with W representing mechanical work, r
being the mass density, and Dc being the change in the

Helmholtz free energy per unit mass. For melting, the radial

stress sr in solid at the m-s interface and its mechanical work

are5,6

sr
m = − s +

2

3
syS1 + lnKe0

syC
D , s2d

Wm = − se0 +
2

3
sye0S syC

2Ke0
+ ln

Ke0

syC
D , s3d

where sy is the yield strength, C= s1−nd / s1−2nd, n is the

Poisson’s ratio, K is the bulk modulus, and e0 is the volu-
metric transformation strain during melting. The von Mises

plasticity condition, sf−sr=sy, was used, where sr and sf

are the radial and the circumferential stresses in a solid at the

m-s interface. Because normally e0,0.1, small-strain theory

was used with elastic strains being included. For the m-g

transformation, we utilized our modification1 of the solution

to the large-strain problem in Ref. 8,

sr
g = − s +

2

3
syH1 + lnF K

syC
S1 − 1

a
DGJ , s4d

where a=V /Vs and V=4 /3pr3 is the volume of the trans-

forming sphere after transformations. To obtain an analytical

solution, elastic strains are neglected. Then,

Wg = E
a0

ag

srda = − sa − a0ds +
2

3
syFsa − a0d + lnS e0

«
D

+ a lnS «K

aCsy

D − a0 lnS e0K

a0Csy

DG , s5d

where a0=1+e0 corresponds to melt drop with neglected

elastic strain and e=a−1. From the mechanical equilibrium

at the m-s and the s-g interfaces,

pm = sr
m + 2Gms/rm, pg = sr

g + 2Ggs/rg, s6d

where pm and pg are the pressures in melt and gas, respec-

tively. Note that we used sr in solid rather than pm or pg in

mechanical work evaluation because it represents the work

of external stresses for the nucleus. Since we included

change in interface energy, the external surface should be

infinitesimally outside the interface—i.e., in solid. We con-

sider an ideal gas and the simplest quadratic elastic energy of

melt and solid,

pg = rRu/Ma, cg = cg
u −

Ru

M
lnS p0

pg

D ,

cs = cs
u +

s2

2Krs

, cm = cm
u +

pm
2

2Krm

, s7d

where u0 and p0 are the reference temperature and

pressure, M is the molecular mass, R is the gas constant, and

cu is the thermal part of free energy per unit mass. We as-
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FIG. 1. sColor onlined Calculated temperature-tensile pressure

curves for the appearance of a spherical liquid drop and gas bubble

within elastoplastic solid and liquid for four values of solid-gas

surface energy sshown in the right corner in J /m2d. The curves are
for sublimation temperature via virtual melting us

vm sred solid lined,
for melting um sblue dotted lined, for direct sublimation us

d sgreen
dashed lined, for evaporation of melt uev

sbrown long-dashed-style
lined, and for thermodynamic equilibrium melting curve um

eqssd
smagenta long-dashed-dotted-style lined. Bold parts of curves cor-

respond to the lowest temperature for a given tensile pressure at

which critical gas nucleus can appear. They correspond to direct

sublimation above p5, sublimation via virtual melting p2,s, p5,

and evaporation of liquid below p2. Melting can occur below p3,

and it competes with gas formation. For temperatures below the

values marked with ., gas nucleus cannot grow due to solid-gas

transformation, but it loses its mechanical stability and expands like

a balloon, reaching critical size for solid-gas transformation. For

temperatures below the values marked with m, the critical radius of

transformed solid reaches its minimum value rc
s=rs,min.
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sume that for both the s-m and the m-g transformations,

Dcu=Dc0
u−Dssu−u0d, where the constants Dc0

u and Ds are

the jumps in reference free energy and entropy. An activation

energy is defined as Q=−min X with respect to Vs. Then the

critical volume of the solid Vc
m that transforms to melt and

corresponds to min X and the corresponding activation en-

ergy are

Vc
m = s32pam

2 Gsm
3 d/s3X

v,sm
3 d ,

Qsm = 16pam
2 Gsm

3
/s3X

v,sm
2 d = 80ku , s8d

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The kinetic phase trans-

formation criterion Q=80ku fmore generally Q= s40–80dkug
is determined from the condition that, for larger Q, nucle-

ation time exceeds any realistic time of observation; this cri-

terion is widely used in the literature se.g., see Refs. 1 and 9
and references thereind. For the m-g transformation, the ex-

pression for the critical nucleus is different because the elas-

tic energy of melt through pm and Eq. s6d depends on a

radius of nucleus. Because the entire melt drop transforms

into a gas bubble, the radius of melt drop is also varied.

Using rg=rsag
1/3 and rm=rsam

1/3 and minimizing

Xmg = 4/3prs
3hA + rsfsr

m + 2Gsm/srsam
1/3dg2/s2Kdj

− 4prs
2sGsgag

2/3 − Gsmam
2/3d s9d

with respect to rs, where A=−W−rscg+rscm
u , we obtain the

critical radius of the solid that transforms to gas via virtual

melt,

rg
c = f− x2 − signsx2dÎx2

2 − 16x1rsGsm
2 g/x1 s10d

with x1=3am
2/3s2AK+rssr

m2d and x2=4am
1/3s2rsGsmsr

m

+3amGsmK−3ag
2/3am

1/3GsgKd. The term −signsx2d in front of

the square root is chosen because for Gsm=0 radius rg
c should

not be zero for any signsx2d. Substituting rg
c in the expression

for

Qmg = − Xmgsrc
gd = 80ku , s11d

we obtain the kinetic nucleation relations between the tem-

perature for sublimation via virtual melting us
vm and tensile

pressure s. Thus, the complete system includes Eqs. s1d,
s4d–s7d, and s9d–s11d for sublimation via virtual melting and
Eqs. s1d–s3d and s6d–s8d for melting.

To find the us
vm−s relation for sublimation via virtual

melting, we first assume the existence of a melt nucleus that

completely transforms to gas. Neglecting elastic deformation

of melt, we obtain am=a0=const. Then rg
c in Eq. s10d sas well

as all parameters in melt and gas and activation energyd can
be expressed in terms of s, u, and ag. For a prescribed us

vm

and a number of values of s, substituting the radius of the

solid nucleus transformed in melt and then in gas rg
c fEq.

s10dg into the second equilibrium Eq. s6d, we can find the

relationship agssd. Substituting it into Eq. s11d for Qmg, the

stress s can be found, and then the critical radius rc
g can be

found from Eq. s10d. We check whether rg
c .ag

1/3rs,min, where

rs,min is the minimal radius of the transformed solid for which

V contains enough molecules to talk about gas. Otherwise,

we use rg
c=ag

1/3rs,min and repeat the same procedure. After the

critical nucleus is found, we check its mechanical stability

pgsad,sr
g+

2Gmg

rs
cag

1/3 for the prescribed rs
c—i.e., for the mechani-

cal expansion of a gas without solid-gas transformation. In
the same way, we find equation umssd for the appearance
of critical melt nucleus in solid. Calculations were performed
for the following data swhich are close to the data for ener-
getic crystal HMX, if knownd: u0=298.15 K, p0=1 bar,

Ds=1.031 J /K kg, Dc0
u=379.515 J /g, reference mass

density of gas r0g=10.1310−3 g /cm3 and solid rs

=1.71 g /cm3, M=250.151 kg /mol, K=15 GPa,

sy=2.6 MPa, e0=0.067, Gsm=1 /3Gsg, and rmin=0.3 nm.

The results are presented in Fig. 1 for different surface

energies. Sublimation temperature and pressure are divided

by ut=784.12 K sdefined from X
v
=0 at s1=0d and

sm=15.77 MPa fpressure for unlimited plastic expansion of
the cavity for G=0 sRef. 1dg, respectively. The curve for

sublimation temperature via virtual melting us
vmssd passes

through points p1p2p3p4. We did not continue the us
vmssd

curve below the thermodynamic melting line um
eqssd p4p5,

which was determined from the condition X
v

sm=0. For tem-

peratures below the point marked with . on the curve

us
vmssd, the gas nucleus loses its mechanical stability and

expands. That means that, although the growth of this

nucleus due to solid-gas transformation is impossible si.e., it
is subcritical from the classical point of view, similar to the

case of direct sublimation1d, it will expand like a balloon up
to the critical size when growth due to phase transition is

possible. We found that this mechanical instability occurs not

only in elastoplastic solid but also in the classical theory of

gas nucleation in liquid sbelow the point marked with . on

the curve uev
d. Thus, this is a universal mechanical instability

of a gas bubble, which was overlooked in classical nucle-

ation theory. For temperatures below the point marked with

m on the curve us
vmssd, the critical radius for gas nucleus

rc
g=ag

1/3rs,min.

Each figure also contains the direct sublimation line us
dssd

p1p5, taken from Ref. 1 and the calculated melting line

umssd. Thus, pressures p1, p3, p4, and p5 correspond to the

intersection of the curves for direct sublimation and sublima-

tion via virtual melting, for sublimation via virtual melting

and melting, for sublimation via virtual melting and the equi-

librium melting curve, and for direct sublimation and equi-

librium melting, respectively. Along the line p3p4p5
sp3,s, p5d, critical melt nucleus cannot appear because it
is below the umssd curve. However, for the determined ra-

dius of the virtual melt nucleus that further transforms to gas

along the line p3p4p5, rm=am
1/3rs,min, the activation energy for

virtual melting is smaller than 80ku. Thus, while such melt

nuclei are subcritical and cannot grow, the probability of

their appearance is high because of the small activation en-

ergy, and they may transform to gas because the kinetic cri-

terion for gas nucleation is fulfilled for them along the line

p3p4p5.

For s, p3 along the line um, critical melt nucleus appears,

and its growth may lead to complete melting. Then, using

classical homogeneous nucleation theory, we can determine

the kinetic curve uev
ssd for the appearance of critical gas

nucleus in liquid—i.e., for evaporation. This curve is below

the direct sublimation curve and intersects the curve for sub-
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limation via virtual melting at pressure p2. The higher-
pressure process can occur, if the characteristic time of pres-
sure growth is significantly shorter than the characteristic
time of the lower-pressure process, if the corresponding ki-
netic criterion is satisfied, and if the higher-pressure process
is faster than the lower-pressure process.

To summarize, the nontraditional sublimation mechanism
inside elastoplastic material under tensile stress via virtual
melting is justified both thermodynamically and kinetically.
It consists of the appearance of subcritical liquid drop, which
transforms into a critical gas bubble in some range of tensile
pressures and temperatures. While this gas bubble cannot
grow due to solid-gas phase transformation, it expands first
as a balloon to the critical size due to mechanical instability,
and then solid-gas transformation contributes as well. This

mechanical instability of a gas bubble is universal—i.e., it

occurs within elastoplastic solid and liquid sthat is, in the

classical theory of gas nucleation in liquidd. The richness of
the mechanisms and phenomena that lead to gas bubble for-

mation under nontraditional conditions is demonstrated. The

method to check our predictions is similar to that described

in Ref. 1. As the next step, void nucleation sboth direct and
via virtual meltingd will be studied, and its competition with
sublimation will be analyzed.

The idea and problem formulation of two-stage gas nucle-

ation, a complete system of mechanical, thermodynamic, and

kinetic equations for two-stage nucleation, as well as the

analysis of results in terms of the kinetic tensile pressure-

temperature diagram give an idea to researchers from various

fields about how to suggest and check two-stage sand
multistaged nucleation scenarios for various structural

changes. For example, the following scenarios can be con-
sidered: void nucleation/solid-solid transformation sor melt-
ingd, the same with crack instead of void, virtual melting/
void scrackd nucleation, virtual melting/cavitation, solid-
solid transformation/crack svoidd nucleation, solid-solid
transformation/sublimation, solid-solid transformation/
dislocation nucleation, and so on.

The second process, namely, transformation of liquid drop

into gas bubble represents a typical example of phase trans-

formation in nanoscale systems snanothermodynamicsd,
which is now under intense study. In the literature, there are

many problems with defining correct transformation condi-

tions even without elastoplastic surroundings ssee, e.g., Ref.
7d. We developed in this Brief Report the framework and

equations for a strict treatment of phase transformation in

nanoscale systems within elastoplastic materials, when the

classical definition of the driving force and activation energy

is not applicable and strains are large. Processes that can be

studied include phase transformations ssolid-solid, solid-

melt, and solid-gasd in particles within nanovoids or in nano-
particles covered by shells se.g., aluminum particles inside of

alumina shells2d and cavitation svoid nucleationd within

nanoparticles embedded in elastoplastic surroundings. One

more important result for nanoscale systems is that allow-

ance of surface tension leads to size-dependent pressure and

elastic energy, as well as to a much more sophisticated ex-

pression for the radius of the critical nucleus than the one in

the classical nucleation theory.
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